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Shenn-Yu

Chao

Horn Point Laboratory, Center for Environmental Science,University of Maryland, Cambridge

Abstract. Seasurfaceheightsfrom the TOPEX/Poseidonaltimeterare assimilated
into a three-dimensional primitive equation model to derive the circulation in the
South China Sea. With data assimilation the model resolvesnot only the basin-

wide circulationbut also a dipole off Vietnam and a low/high feature near the
Luzon Strait. Mesoscalefeatures are missing in the simulation without data
assimilationbecauseof poor resolutionin the wind field and inadequateknowledge
of the transport through the Luzon Strait. Compared to the case without data
assimilation, data assimilation reduces the root mean square error between the
simulated and observedsea surface heights by a factor of 2-3. Circulation derived
from data assimilation under climatological conditions is contrasted with that
during E1 Nifio. In the normal winter of 1993-1994, flow at 50 m depth is strong
and cyclonic. Flow at 900 m depth is cyclonic as well. The deep cyclone persists
into the following summer. During the 1994-1995 E1 Nifio winter, features in the
flow field at 50 m depth either weaken or disappear, and circulation at 900 m depth
is anticyclonic. In the summer of 1995 the dipole and the eastwardjet off Vietnam
at 50 m depth are missing, and the anticyclonic circulation at 900 m depth persists.
Temperature at 65 m showssignificant warming from fall 1994 to summer 1995. A
weakenedflow field and warming in the upper ocean are consistentwith findings
from earlier

E1 Nifio

events.

1. Introduction

Numerical models have provided much information
on the basin-wide circulation in recent years. The sea
The South China Sea is the largest marginal sea in
surfaceelevation and the flow field driven by monthly
southeastAsia with an approximate area of 3.6 million
averagedclimatological winds in the simulation of Shaw

km2 (Figure 1). The westernshelfarea from China

and Chao[1994]comparedfavorablywith the surface

to the Sunda Shelf is generally shallower than 100 m,
hydrographyof Wyrtki [1961]and the shipdrift charts
while depths in the central and eastern basin are be-

of Levitus[1982]. Reversalof currentssouthof China
in winterwassimulatedby Chaoet al. [1995]. Chaoet
ter enters the deep basin through the Luzon Strait at a
al. [1996a]studiedupwellingin the basinusingartifisill depthof -•2000 m [Nitani, 1972]. The East Asian cial tracers in a numerical model and identified isolated
tween

1000 and 5000 m.

The Pacific

intermediate

wa-

monsoon winds, from northeast in winter and southwest in summer, drive the general circulation of the
South China Sea. The circulation consistsof a cyclonic
gyre in winter and a smaller anticyclonic gyre in summer, both intensifying along the western boundary of

the basin[Wyrtki, 1961].

upwelling areas off Luzon and Vietnam.

Chao et al.

[1996b]modeledthe interannualvariationsof the basinwide circulation and found warming of the upper ocean
during E1 Nifio in the 1980s. Using daily winds and sea
surface temperature derived from the National Centers

for EnvironmentalPrediction(NCEP)/National Center
for AtmosphericResearch(NCAR) 40 year reanalysis

•Now at Center for Ocean and AtmosphericModeling, project[Kalnay et al., 1996], Wu et al. [1998]found
Institute of Marine Sciences,University of Southern Mississippi, Stennis Space Center.
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similar weakeningin the flow field during E1 Nifio in
the early 1990s.
Some mesoscale features in the South China Sea were
identified from observations. Intrusion of the Kuroshio

water and upwellingoff Luzon were studiedusing data
fromhydrographicmeasurements
[Shaw,1989;Shawet
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Figure 1. Map of the South China Sea with the 100, 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000 m isobaths
shown. The small insert in the upper left gives the geographicallocation of the basin. Open
boundaries are marked by A, B, C, and D.

al., 1996].A localizedwarmpooloff Vietnamin spring method for improving the present description of the cirwas observedin the air-dropped expendablebathyther-

culation in the South China Sea. Assimilating the al-

mograph(AXBT) data [Chu et al., 1998].Annualand timeter data gives a realistic four-dimensional descripinterannual variations of mesoscale features in the basin

tion of the circulation within a dynamical framework.

weredescribed
usingseasurfaceheight(SSH)datafrom Recent reviews of data assimilation techniquesare given
[1991]andHaines[1994].
the TOPEX/Poseidon(T/P) altimeter[Shawet al., by Ghil andMalanotte-Rizzoli

1999].Thesemesoscale
featuresare generally
not well In relatively simple dynamical models, sophisticated
resolved in numerical models. For example, a low in
SSH west of Luzon in winter was missingin the numer-

methodssuchas the extendedKalman filter [e.g., Ghil
and Malanotte-Rizzoli,1991] and the adjoint method
ical simulationof Wu et al. [1998].The modeldiscrep- [e.g.,Talagrandand Courtier,1987]are frequentlyemancy is likely due to poor resolutionin the wind field ployed. These methods are computationally intensive
(2.5ø) anduncertainties
in transportestimates
through in general. From a practical point of view we have chosen simply to insert the altimeter data into the threeCircumventingthe need for better observations,as- dimensional primitive equation model.
Since the SSH is a prognostic variable in the model
similatingthe T/P altimeter data into the model of

open boundaries.

Shawand Chao[1994]is probablythe mostpromising of Shawand Chao[1994],the assimilationschemecan
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modify the model SSH usingthe altimeter data without
changingthe subsurfaceproperties. It is hoped that the
numerical

model will transmit

information

2. Description
Numerical

29,989

of Data and the

Model

downward

in somephysicalor dynamicalmanner [Holland and
Malanotte-Rizzoli,1989]. However,direct replacement

2.1.

Altimeter

Data

The T/P satellitealtimeterhas beenoperatingsince

of the SSH by the observedvalues hardly affects the

September 1992. With an absolute accuracy of 4 cm
circulationin our test runs. Fischeret el. [1997]found it is the most accurate altimeter system ever launched.
that direct insertion of SSH affects the barotropic flow The altimeter data used here were provided by the Jet

only, and the injected SSH information is quickly lost PropulsionLaboratory (JPL). Initial data processing
in a few time steps. We encounteredsimilar problems performed at JPL includes the standard correction for
and came to the conclusion that a sustainable assimila-

atmospheric effects and the removal of a mean sea sur-

tion of altimeter data requiresprojecting SSH changes faceand tides [Callahan,1994]. The data repeatevery
downwardto modify the subsurfacemass field.
9 days and 22 hours with a spatial resolution of -•6 km
Earlier studies have demonstrated the importance of along each track. Aliases from the first six dominant
a projection schemeto propagatesurfaceinformation tidal components were reduced by harmonic analysis

to lowerlayers[Hurlburret el., 1990]. This procedure [Shawet el., 1999]. Data weresmoothedusingthe successive
correctionmethodof Barnes[Daley,1991].The
spatialweightingfunctionis exp[-2(x/L)2], wherex

is perhaps one of the most diffcult problemsinherent
in using altimeter data. One method is statistical inference,which usessomestatisticalrelationshipsto derive changesin subsurfacepropertiesfrom sea surface

is distance along the track and L - 1ø; the temporal

weighting
functionisexp[-2(t/T)2], whereT - 30days.

variations.Mellor and Ezer [1991]and Ezer and Mel- The choice of T is a tradeoff between low-pass filterlot [1994]usedthis methodto assimilateobservationaling of tidal aliases and retaining oscillations at periods
longer than 62 days. This timescale is for data processing only and is different from the relaxation timescaleof
few subsurfaceobservationsare available for calculating nudging. The smoothed data were interpolated into the
data in the Gulf Stream with some success. Statistical
inference does not work in the South China Sea because
the correlation

model grid (0.4ø) with a samplinginterval of 10 days.

coefficients.

In this paper a dynamical inference method is used The analysisof the altimeter data is describedin detail

to project the T/P altimeter SSH to changesin sub- by Shawet el. [1999].
surface water properties. This method, first proposed

by Haines [1991], enforcesconservation
of subsurface
potential vorticity when the SSH is modified. Thus,
surfacecurrents are driven by changesin surfacepoten-

2.2.

Numerical

Model

The model of Shaw and Chao [1994] solvesthe
three-dimensional momentum, temperature, and salin-

tial vorticity. CooperandHaines[1996]furtherextrap- ity equationswith Boussinesqand hydrostatic approxiolated changesin surfaceheights to those in subsurface water properties, assuming adiabatic vertical displacement in the water column when the surface SSH
is changed.They successfullyassimilatedthe SSH data
into a 21-level, eddy-resolving,Cox-Bryan general circulation model. In this paper changesin subsurface
propertieswere calculatedon the basisof the method

mations. It is similar to the generalcirculation model of

incorporatedin the modelof Shawand Chao[1994]using a NewtonJanrelaxation scheme. In this way the
SSH data are incorporatedinto the model slowly and
steadily,avoidingthe initialization shockcommonlyen-

of LuzonStrait as thoseusedby Shawand Chao[1994].

counteredin direct insertion techniques. This approach
is attractive becauseit is easyto implement and is computationally efficient in a three-dimensionalprimitive
equation model.
The model is driven by daily winds spanninga 4 year
period from January 1, 1993, to December 31, 1996.
The assimilated model result in 1993 is compared to

Sunda Shelf and Taiwan Strait, boundaries A and D,
U - Ub, and the gradient of SSH normal to the boundary is set to zero. At the two deep boundaries B and C
east of the Luzon Strait the SSH is prescribedusing the
altimeter data, and a correction term is added to U•. If
•Jmis the model-derivedSSH and Oobsis the altimeter
SSH, the expression for U is

$emtner[1974]exceptfor the additionof a freeseasurikce. The integration domain is from 2ø to 24øN and
from 99ø to 124øE. The horizontal resolution is 0.4 ø,
and there are 21 vertical layers. Time steps are 2160 s
for the internal

mode and 21.6 s for the external

mode.

Open boundaries,marked by A, B, C, and D in Figure
1,
are at the Taiwan Strait, the Sunda Shelf, and east
of Cooperand Haines[1996]. Thesevalueswerethen

thoseobtainedfrom the concurrentT/P altimeter data
and model

simulation

seasonal and interannual

without

data

variations

assimilation.

of the horizontal

locity and temperature fields are described.

The

ve-

The external mode velocity normal to the boundary U

is specified
by Ub, Wyrtki's[1961]bimonthlytransports
(Table 1) dividedby the water depth. On the shallow

U - U•+ eCo
Vm-H

'

(1)

whereCo-- (gH)•/• is thephasespeed
of surface
gray-

29,990
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Table 1. BimonthlyTransportin 106m3 S--1 Through ther, vertical projection in shallowwaters may lead to

the Open Boundaries
Month

outcropping of isopycnals.
The displacement Ah is calculated as follows. At

Boundary

each assimilationstep, adjusting model SSH (r/m) to
altimeterSSH (r/ohs)resultsin a surfacepressurechange
Aps = Psg(r/obs-r/m), where Ps is the mean density

A

B

C

February
April

-3.0
0.0

27.0
37.5

-24.5
-37.5

June

3.0

32.0

-34.0

-1.0

3.0

28.0

-30.5

-0.5

of sea water at the surface and g is the gravitational
constant. The processof removing light water at the
surfaceand adding densewater at the bottom produces

27.5

-27.0

0.5

a pressurechangeApb = Ahg(pb- ps), wherep, is the

August
October

-1.0

D

0.5
0.0

water density at the bottom. To calculate the vertical
displacement, it is necessaryto assume that pressure
Values are from Wyrtki's [1961] transport estimates at the bottom is not changedby the adjustment, i.e.,
slightly adjusted to compensatefor the dosing of the nar- Ap• = -Aps, or
December

-3.5

24.5

-21.5

0.5

row passagesto the Sulu Sea. Positive and negative values
represent inflow and outflow, respectively.

5n -

Ps -

P,

- Vm).

(2)

ity waves,e = 0.1 is an empirical constant,and H is The associatedchangesin temperature and salinity are
the water depth. The positive(negative)signis used
OT
in the northern (southern)boundary. The correction
AT- •z Ah
(3)
term preventsanomalousbuildup of SSH near the open
OS
boundaryand keepsthe transport at the observational

AS- •z Ah

level.Thisapproach
follows
that of Chaoet al. [1996b],

(4)

except the more accurate altimeter SSH data are used The vertical derivatives in the above equations are

insteadof Wyrtki's bimonthly estimates. Calculations
are not sensitiveto the specificationof the velocityV
tangentialto the open boundary. For outflow,V is dictated by advection. For inflow the value upstreamof
the open boundaryis set to zero. A detaileddescription of the model has been given by Shaw and Chao

relaxationscheme[Anthes,1974]. The nudgingalgorithm to update the model variablea"•(t) to aa(t) at

[1994]and Chaoet al. [1996b].

timet usingthe observed
valueaøbs(t0)at timeto is

culated using cubic splines. A convectiveadjustment
follows to remove

unstable

stratifications.

In this study, AT and AS are incorporated in the
temperature and salinity equations using a NewtonJan

After being initialized by the Januarytemperature
andsalinityfieldsof Levitus[1982]the modelis spunup
c•a(t)= c•m(t)+ Kt•(t)[c•øbS(to)
-- c•m(t)], (5)
by climatologicalforcingfor 1 year. The modelis then
forcedby the NCEP/NCAR daily wind and seasurface where K, the nudging coefficient, determineshow fast
temperature(SST) fieldsbeginningon January1, 1992. the model results are modified toward the observed
Assimilationof the altimeter SSH beginsin October value. R(t) is a Guassianfunctiongivenby
1992,when T/P altimeter data becomeavailable.The
simulationcontinuesto the end of 1996. The 4 year
(6)
R(t): exp[-(t - t0)2/r2],
period from January 1, 1993, to December31, 1996,is
which ramps down from 1 at the time of data injection with an e-folding timescale r = 2 days. Holland

used for analysis.
3. Data

Assimilation

Scheme

and Malanotte-Rizzoli[1989]testedthis Gaussiande-

pendenceand found that a value of 2 days is most efThe vertical projectionmethodof Cooperand Haines fective. The value of K needs to be large enough to
[1996]requiresverticaldisplacements
of all isopycnalmake an impact while being small enough to avoid exsurfacesin a water column by the same amount Ah citationof gravitywaves.Haltinet and Williams[1980]
when the SSH is changed.Sincethe vertical displace- suggestedthat the timescale for K should be smaller
ment is the same, water properties and potential vor- than the dominant timescale contained in observations.
ticity are not modified except at the surface and bot- Tuning leads to K = 0.015 in temperature and salinity
tom. For Ah > 0 (Ah < 0), continuityis maintained equations.The correspondingrelaxation time is 2 days,

by removing (adding) light water of thicknessAh at which are much shorter than the dominant timescales
the surfaceand adding (removing)the sameamount in the smoothed satellite data.
of densewater at the bottom. The procedureis apUpdatingonlythe massfieldwouldresultin dynamiplied only in regionswith water depths >1000 m. The callyunbalanced
velocityfields.Usinga two-layerprimaltimeter data in shallowerwaters are lessreliable;fur- itive equationmodel,Smedstad
andFox[1994]showed
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the importance of geostrophiccorrectionin data assimi- resolvedin chartsderivedfrom historicalhydrographic

lation. ForbesandBrown[1996]demonstrated
improve-

observations.

ments in performance when assimilation is accompanied
by a geostrophiccorrectionin the momentum equations. 4.2. Control

In this paper the barotropic velocities(u and v) are
modified in the momentum equations as

0u = (physics)
g •T]øbs
8v _ (physics)
+ g

(8)

Experiment

In the control experimentthe model was forcedby
the observeddaily wind stressfrom NCEP/NCAR reanalysisdata [Kalnayet al., 1996]withoutassimilation
of the altimeter data. The seasonalpatternsin Figure
3 are similarto thoseby Wu et al. [1998];only a brief
descriptionis presentedbelow. In February the SSHs
are generally low in the deep basin with the lowest SSH

in the northeast and slightly higher SSH in the central
where (physics)representsall conventionalterms leadbasin. The latter developsinto a high off Vietnam in
ing to acceleration, • is the nudging coefficient, and
April. In June, low SSHs are over shelvesto the north
f is the Coriolis parameter. The terms containing
and west, and high SSHs are over the deep basin on
differences between the observed and the model SSH
the southeastside. Low SSHs expand from the Gulf of
gradients are formulated from the geostrophic relaTonkin into the deepwater southof Hainan in August
tion. FollowingForbesand Brown[1996],we use • =
and are over the deeperpart of the northernbasin by
ß3 x 10-5 s-1, whichgivesa timescaleof •9 hours.A
October. Low SSHs are over the entire deepwaterbasin
shorter timescale than that in the density equation ensuresfaster adjustment in the barotropic flow field. The

result is not sensitive to the choice of •.

in December with the lowest SSHs off Vietnam.

The general features in Figure 3 are consistentwith

Wyrtki's[1961]climatologicalatlas, but deviatefrom

those in Figure 2 derived from satellite altimeter data
in 1993. The winter low in the basin is present in both
Figures 2 and 3, but mesoscalefeatures in the SSH field.
4.1. Altimeter
SSIt
For example, the highs and lows off Luzon and cenThe T/P altimeter SSH data in regionsdeeperthan tral Vietnam, are not well resolved,especiallywhen the
1000 m are shown in Figure 2 for selectedmonths over basin circulationis weak. The discrepancyis likely due
a 1 year period in 1993. The February plot showsfrag- to the poor resolutionin the wind field. Smoothingand
ments of the winter low with a weak high developingoff coarsesamplingat 2.5ø resolutionin the NCEP/NCAR
central Vietnam. Weakening of the low and strength- data set could not possibly resolvethese mesoscalefeaening of the high continuein April. The summercircu- tures.
lation begins to develop at the onset of the southwest
monsoon;a high appears off Vietnam and another high
4.3. Experiment
With Data Assimilation
extends from Luzon westward in June. A fully develThe data assimilation experiment is the same as the
oped summer circulation pattern is shown on August
8. The high to the north retreats to the coast of Lu- controlexperiment,exceptthat the T/P altimeterdata
zon, while the high off Vietnam and a newly developed were assimilatedinto the model every 10 days. Fig-

4. Sea Surface Topography

low to its north form a dipole. The low off Vietnam ure 4 showsselectedsnapshotsof assimilatedSSH patbecomesstronger in October. A fully developedwinter terns. Assimilatingthe altimeterdata produces
a high
pattern appears in December, when low SSHs extend extending from the coast of Vietnam eastward as well
from

southeast

Vietnam

to Luzon

with

maximum

de-

as a low off Luzon in February; both are missingin

the control experiment but exist in the altimeter SSH
pressionsoff Luzon and Vietnam.
Variations in the altimeter SSH in the early 1990s field. The two features persist into April. In June the

havebeendescribedby Shawet al. [1999]. Low SSHs high off Luzon in Figure 2c is well simulatedas is the
over the central basin in winter correspondto a cyclonic
basin-wide gyre, while the high off Vietnam in summer indicates a smaller anticyclonic gyre in the southern basin. In addition to these large-scalefeatures, the
altimeter data show mesoscalepatterns of several hun-

low off Vietnam

dred kilometers

tion. In December, two local minima off Vietnam and

variations

in size.

Most noticeable

are sea level

weaker high off Vietnam. The dipole off Vietnam and
the high off Luzon in the summercirculationpattern in
Figure 2d are reproducedin Figure 4d. The October
SSH demonstratesthe developmentof a more compact
than in the case of no data assimila-

off Luzon and southeast Vietnam.
The SSH Luzon in the altimeter SSH in Figure 2f are shownin
off Luzon is highestin August and lowestin December. Figure 4f. In the meantime, only a low is presentin the
Off Vietnam the SSH is low in December,and high in southwestcornerof the deepbasin in Figure 3f.
the early half of the year. A dipole structure appears
Data assimilationcouldresolvehighsand lowsoff Lufrom August to October. Thesefeaturesare in regions zon and Vietnam with spatial scalesof severalhundred
of strongupwelling[•hao et al., 1996a]and are not kilometers, but the range of sea level variation in the
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data assimilation experiment is smaller than that con- the dynamical approach of projecting sea level informa-

tained in the T/P altimeter SSH. It is likely that poor tion onto the vertical density structure is successful.
resolution

in wind

fields in the South

China

Sea re-

As mentioned earlier, depth-integrated transports at
ducesboth the intensity and spatial variability of winds the open boundariesare fixed to Wyrtki's[1961]bi[Wu et al., 1998]. Overall,modelsimulationwith data monthly estimates. Specificationof the boundary transassimilation has improved the SSH field considerably port is a potential source of the RMS error. To test this
compared to the control experiment without data as- idea, we conducted an experiment without data assimisimilation.
lation but using a different open boundary conditionfor
Quantitatively, the improvementin model simulation the transport. Instead of Wyrtki's transport estimates,
can be measuredby the root mean square (RMS) er- vanishing normal gradients of the barotopic flow are
rorbetween
themodel-simulated
SSH(T/m)andtheob- used in the Luzon Strait, Taiwan Strait, and the Sunda

served
T/P altimeter
ssH(Vob)'
i

RMS(Z/N-•(r//m
- Vob)
' •
N

Shelf. The resultingRMS error in Figure 5 (markedby
"R") is reducedby 30% from the controlexperimentin
summerwith little changein other months, suggesting
large uncertainties in Wyrtki's transport estimates in

'

summer.

where N is the number of grid points in the assimila-

tion domain (• 1000 m). Figure 5 showsa profound
annum cycle in the RMS errors in the control exper-

5.

Circulation

Patterns

iment (marked by "W"). Peak RMS errors appear in 5.1. Surface Circulation
January-February and in July-August. The error is
Figure 6 shows the circulation pattern in the expersmallerin transitionmonths(March-April and Octoberiment with data assimilation at a depth of 50 m. The
November). It seemsthat large RMS errorsoccurin
monthswhen the wind-driven currentsare strong. How- choiceof 50 m followsShawand Chao[1994];currents
at this depth are representative of the surface circulation of the basin but are not overwhelmedby surface
Ekman flow. At the developmentstageof the winter circulation in October 1993 a boundary current is evident
along the coastline from Hainan southward to -•7øN,
where it turns eastward and northward along Borneo
assimilation(markedby "A"). Sincethe observedSSH
and Palawan. The low in SSH off Vietnam in Figure
field is incorporated through temperature and salinity
2e appears as a cyclonic gym off Vietnam centered at
variations, smaller RMS values also demonstrate that

ever, currents are stronger in winter than in summer,
but the RMS error is larger in summer than in winter. Factors other than winds may also contribute to
the RMS error. Figure 5 showsthat the RMS error is
reduce by a factor of 2-3 in the experiment with data

14øN, 112øE,consistentwith Wyrtki's [1961]observa-

tions

in October.

Currents

in the northeastern

basin

are weak. By December 1993 the boundary current
strengthensand extends from Hong Kong southward to
the Sunda Shelf. The cyclonic gyre is strongest southeast of Vietnam and over the Sunda Shelf, where the

10

bottom

w

outflow

from the Gulf of Thailand

is entrained.

In the Luzon Strait, surface water enters the South
China Sea. In April 1994 a cyclonic gym is present

southof 14øN. In August a tight anticyclone/cyclone
pair appears southeastof Vietnam centeredby a strong
eastwardjet leaving the coast of Vietnam between 10ø
and 12øN. The western boundary current is southward
from China

to 12øN and northward

and into the Gulf of

Thailand south 12øN. An eastwardjet leaving the coast
of Vietnam in summer has been repeatedly reported in
I

I

Feb

I

Apr

!

I

I

Jun

I

I

Aug

I

I

Oct

I

Dec

1993

Figure 5. The RMS errorin 1993betweenthe T/P sea
surfaceheight (SSH) and model-producedSSH using
(a) Wyrtki's [1961]transportestimateswithout data
assimilation(thin solidline W), (b) radiationboundary
conditionswithout data assimilation(thick solid line
R), and (c) Wyrtki's estimateswith data assimilation
(dashline A).

historicalobservations
[Wyrtki, 1961],in altimeterSSH
[Shawet al., 1999],and in numericalsimulations[Shaw
and Chao,1994]. Trajectoriesof Argosdriftersreleased
recently confirm the existenceof sucha two-gyre system

off Vietnam in summer (J.-H. Hu, personalcommunication, 1999).
The flow fields obtained from the experiment without data assimilation are shown in Figure 7. In October 1993 the western boundary current off China and
northern Vietnam is similar to that in Figure 6a but
weakenssignificantlyover the Sunda Shelf, and the cy-
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Figure 6. Velocity field at 50 m from the experimentwith data assimilationon (a) October 17,
1993, (b) December26, 1993, (c) April 20, 1994, and (d) August28, 1994. The velocityscales
are in cm s-1.

clonicgyre off central Vietnam is missing.Data assimi- ure 7c). In August strongflow on the SundaShelfis
lation has little effect on the western boundary currents presentin both experiments,but the boundary current
in December,but inflow from the Luzon Strait is much vanishesnorth of 12øN in Figure 7d. The tight anticypair southeastof Vietnam and the eastweakerwithout data assimilation. Large differencesbe- clone/cyclone
tween the two experiments appear in April 1994. The ward jet are alsomissingin Figure 7d.
Beyond the seasonaltimescale, circulation of the
cyclonicgyre in Figure 6c is completelymissing(Fig-
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Figure 7. Sameas Figure6 but fromthe experimentwithoutdata assimilation.

South China Sea demonstrates interannual variations.

Figure 8, from the experimentwith data assimilation,
showsthe velocity field at 50 m depth in December
1994 and August 1995. This period is known as an
E1Nifio year in the tropicalPacific[Goddardand Gra-

nam throughoutas in December1993(Figure6b) but
is muchweaker. In the summerof 1995followingthe

E1 Nifio winter, currents south of Hainan and in the
Gulf of Thailand in Figure 8b are similar to those in
Figure 6d. However,the eastwardjet off Vietnam and
ham, 1997]. In December1994the westernboundary the anticyclonic
gyresouthof it aremissing.Weakened
current is southwardalong the coastof China and Viet- circulationunder a weak East Asian monsoonduring
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gyre, centered at 12øN, 113øE, occupiesnearly the entire western half of the deep basin. The deep current
along the coast of Vietnam is in the same direction as
the surfaceflow. Except for the flow out of the basin in
the Luzon Strait and the anticyclonicflow off Palawan,
currents are weak in the eastern basin. The cyclonic
circulation in the southern basin persistsinto summer,
producing a southward flow along the coast of Vietnam

in the oppositedirectionof the surfacecurrent (Figure
9b). The outflowin the Luzon Strait seemsto exist in
all seasons. Using pH, alkalinity, and total CO2 data,

,

ChenandHuang[1996]suggested
that SouthChinaSea

12N-

waters flow out of Luzon Strait at depths between 350
and 1350 m. A cyclonicgyre in winter and the yearround outflow at 900 m depth are alsogiven by Chao et

8N-

al. [1996a],but their summercirculationis anticyclonic
at 900 m depth[seeChaoet al., 1996a,Figure3]. It is
likely that year-to-year variations are presentat 900 m.

The flow field in December1994 (Figure 9c) shows

4N-

drastic changesin the circulation pattern from that in
1993.

24N - 50m

velocity
Aug 28, 1995

20N -

Flow becomes northward

off Vietnam

with

a

strong current toward northwest off southwest Luzon.
The gyre is in the opposite senseof rotation from the
previous year. Otherwise, the southwestwardflow off

100E

Palawan

and northern

Borneo and the outflow in the

Luzon Strait are similar to those in the previouswinter. In August1995 (Figure9d), currentsat 900 m east
of Vietnam are in a directionoppositeto that in Figure
9b. Flow in the Luzon Strait is alsoweakerthan a year

40

earlier.

Note that the surface circulation

is weak from

late 1994to summer1995. It seemsthat the strongsurfacecyclonicgyre in a normal winter couldpenetrate to
900 m depth and could persist into the next summer,
but a weak cyclonicsurfacegyre during an E1Nifio winter could not reversethe anticyclonic deep circulation.
Circulation at intermediate depths in summer seemsto
always follow that in the previous winter.

16N-

12N

8N

6. Temperature

Distribution

Upper oceantemperaturevariations(5, 15, and 25
m depths) in 1993 from the control experimentand
the data assimilationexperimentare plotted at 12øN,

4N

110.2øE in Figures 10a and 10b. This location is known

for summerupwellingin Wyrtki's[1961]atlas. Overlaid in the two panelsis the surfacetemperature(0 m)
Figure 8. Same as Figure 6 but on (a) December26,
1994, and (b) August 28, 1995, from the experiment from the NCEP/NCAR data set, which is imposedas
100E

with

104E

108E

112E

116E

120E

a surfaceboundary condition. The SST increasesfrom

data assimilation.

<24øCin Decemberto >29øC in May. It dropsby
from May to August, reboundsslightly in September,

E1 Nifio has been reported both in previousnumerical and decreases thereafter to the December minimum. In

experiments
[Chaoet al., 1996b;Wu et al., 1998]and the experimentwith no data assimilation,temperatures
in observations
[Shawet al., 1999].
at 15 and 25 m depths do not follow the increaseat the
surfacefrom February to July, indicating that the surface temperature boundary conditionpenetratesonly
Currentsat 900 m (Figure 9) representcirculationat the first few metersof the water column. Warming ocintermediatedepths(from 600 to 1200m). In Decem- cursmostlyin August. FromNovemberto Januarythe
5.2.

Circulation

at 900

m

ber 1993 circulation at 900 m depth is cyclonic. The

top 25 m is well mixed.
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Figure 9. Velocity field at 900 m from the experimentwith data assimilationon (a) December
26, 1993, (b) August28, 1994, (c) December26, 1994,and (d) August28, 1995. The velocity
scale is 3 cm s-1.

Data assimilation transmits the surface signal to welling is better simulated in the experiment with data
greater depths. From Februaryto July, temperatures assimilation.Figure10c,from LevitusandBoyer[1994],
at 15 and 25 m follow the variation at surface, reach- indicates that the observed seasonal variation

of tem-

ing a maximumin May. Coolingin July and August perature doespenetrate to well below 30 m depth. Temreachesboth 15 and 25 m depths, indicating that up- perature decreasesby iøC in the top 30 m of the water

30,000
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face temperature between.the two experimentsalong
two zonal sectionsgive the depth of penetrationof the

SSHsignal.In summer1993(Figure11a),temperature
at 12øN, 110.5øEin the upwellingregionoff Vietnam is
underestimatedby 2øC at 65 m depth in the experiment

28

without data assimilation. In December 1993, temper26

ature along 17.2øNin the upwellingregionoff Luzon

24

at 65 m depth at 118.5øEand by 2øC at 235 m depth
at 118øE(Figure 11b). Thus data assimilationcould
improve the descriptionof temperature variationsassociatedwith upwellingin the South China Sea. The
horizontaltemperaturestructureat this depthis further

[Shawet al., 1996]is similarlyunderestimated
by 2øC

12ON
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E
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described below.

6.1.

Period

From

Late

1993 to Mid

1994

Major featuresshownin October 1993 are a dipole
off Vietnam and a warm tongue extending westward
from Luzon Strait to 115øE (Figure 12a). The former

26

is the remnant of the summer feature in the SSH field

24

(Figure2e). In the LuzonStrait the warm tongueis
likely associatedwith the intrusionof Kuroshiowaters;
a weak current into the basin through the Luzon Strait

12ON,
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(c) Levitusand Boyer [1994]

can be seen in the velocity field in Figure 6a. Intrusion of the Kuroshio waters in late fall and winter is

consistent
with observations
[Shaw,1991]. In December 1993two cold water pools,centeredat 16øN, 119øE
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column in summer at the same location. In the experiment with data assimilation, subsurfacetemperature
is modified directly according to SSH anomalies, indi-

cating that a more realistic temperature field can be
obtained by the insertion of altimeter SSH data. Specifying the surface boundary condition in temperature
has only little effect on the subsurfacefield.
It shouldbe noted that SST is specifiedas the boundary condition; thus only the subsurfacetemperature
field is describedin this paper. Differencesin subsur-
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Figure 11.
Temperature differencebetweenexperiments with and without data assimilationalong (a)
12øN on August 28, 1993, and (b) 17.2øNon December 26, 1993. Negative (positive)valuesindicateunderestimating(overestimating)
the temperatureby the
experimentwithout data assimilation.
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Figure 12. Temperature
at 65m on (a) October17,1993,(b) December
26, 1993,(c) April20,
1994,and(d) August28, 1994,fromtheexperiment
withdataassimilation.
Thecontour
interval
is 0.5øC.

and 10øN, 112øE, appear off Luzon and northern Sunda

relatively cold water extends from the Gulf of Tonkin

Shelfwith temperature<22øC (Figure 12b). The two into the deep basin, while the highest temperature is
coldpoolscorrespondwell to the two lowsin Figure 2f located in a warm pool off the SUndaShelf. The large
andareat locationsof heatlosses
exceeding
100W m-2 temperature gradient east of Vietnam correspondswell
in Levitus'[1984]atlas.TheoneoffLuzonis consistentto the locationof the eastwardjet in Figure6d.
with thelocationof winterupwelling[Shawet al., 1996]. 6.2. Late 1994 to Mid 1995
Both coldpoolsdisappearin the followingApril, and a
warm pool seemsto developoff Vietnam (Figure 12c).
Drastic warming occursin October 1994; the tongue
In August with the summer pattern fully developed, from the Luzon Strait is warmer by ,-.1øC and extends
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Figure 13. SameasFigure12except
on (a) December
17,1994,(b) December
26, 1994,(c)

April 20, 1995, and (d) August28, 1995.

farther westwardinto the basin than in 1993 (Figure
13a). In fact, the temperaturein the entire basin is
warmer. The increasein temperature reachesnearly
2øC in the southernbasin. Warming in October 1994
persistsinto December(Figure13b). Comparingto Figure 12b, significantwarming occursin the coastalwa-

be foundin the southernbasin.A nearlyuniformnorthsouthtemperaturegradientdominatesthe temperature
field, which displayslittle patchiness. Drastic differencesalsoappearin summer1995 (Figure13d). The
relativelycoldwater extendingfrom the Gulf of Tonkin
is warmerby 0.5øCthan in the previoussummer.Also,
ters off China and in the cold pool off Sunda Shelf. the warm pool off Vietnam disappearsin the summer
However, some cooling southwest of Luzon is noted. of 1995.
Warming in late 1994 persistsinto the followingspring
Warming during an E1Nifio event in the South China

(Figure 13c). In April 1995warmingof 0.5-1.5øCcould Seahas beenwell established.The temperaturedistri-
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ure 14a), indicatingpossiblelocalizeddownwardadvection. Maximum temperatureat 12ø30•N,113øEexceeds
23.5øC. This feature is present only in the data assimilation experiment. Without assimilation,isothermsin
the deepwaterregion are featureless;a uniform northsouthtemperaturegradientis presentin the basin (not

shown),asin LevitusandBoyeFs[1994]atlas. In the 4
year period from 1993 to 1996 the warm pool off Vietnam is not always present. For example, it is missing
on May 20, 1996 (Figure 14b). AXBT surveybetween

May 14-25,1995 [Chu et al., 1998,Figure6] seemsto
confirm the existence of such a warm pool.
7.

100E 104E 108E 112E 116E 120E 124E

(a)

24N-65mTemperature

Discussion

One important task in assimilatingthe altimeter data
by direct insertion or nudging is to infer subsurface
density variations from SSH. The lack of simultaneous spatial and temporal coveragein subsurfaceoceanographic measurementsprevents us from deriving statistical

correlation

coefficients

between

surface and sub-

surface fields in the South China Sea. The dynamical

inferencemethodof CooperandHaines[1996]modifies
massfieldsin the water column through lifting or lowing
of isopycnals. Statistical analysis of the conductivity-

temperature-depth(CTD) data in the AzoresCurrent
by Gavart and De Mey [1997]showsthat the'first empirical orthogonalfunction (EOF) mode of isopycnal

16N
•

•

displacement consistsof coherent lifting or lowing of
isopycnalsin the entire water column. The statistical
result seemsto validate the Cooper and Haines method
in somegeographicalareas.
In carrying out vertical projection it is assumedthat
there is no pressurechange at the bottom. Drakopoulos

22

et al. [1997]relaxedthe bottom pressureconstraintby
modifying bottom pressureaccordingto the changein
relative vorticity induced by stretching or compression

4N

21'

of the water column. Their twin experiments in the
Mediterranean show that the result is slightly worse af-

100E 104E 108E 112E 116E 120E 124E

(b)

ter 100 days of wind forcing than that using the original

methodof Cooperand Haines [1996]. They conclude

Figure 14. Sameas Figure13 excepton (a) May 20, that this modification may be unnecessaryif the cor-

rect wind stressis known. Thus using a daily wind field
makes it less important to correct the bottom pressure.
Another limitation in this paper is that the subsurface
massfield is modified only in water deeperthan 1000 m.
bution at 65 m reai•rms earlier findings. It is likely However, motion in the western shelf-regionmay still be
that warmingbeginsin October1994after a normal modified by data assimilation via model physics. Fis-

1995, and (b) May 20, 1996.

year from late 1993to mid 1994. Warmingis seem- cher and Latif [1995]foundthat insertinginformation
ingly accomplished
by a strongerKuroshiointrusion in the west Pacific modifiesthe signalin the east Pacific
significantly.
One concern in doing data assimilation is how long
the inserted information persists in the model. This
question is examined by stopping data assimilation
during model integration while maintaining all other
forcing.
The result showsthat the RMS error grows
springduringa warmevent,is a warmwaterpooloff
quickly
and
reachesthe value in the control experiment
southeastVietnam. The pool is representedby a local

in October, smaller temperature contrastsin summer
andwinter, and disappearance
of the dipolein summer.
Smallertemperaturecontrastssuggest
weakened
winter
and summergyres,consistent
with earlierfindings.
Another interestingfeature, seeminglyto occur in

temperature
maximumat 65 m on May 20, 1995(Fig- in a month or so (figure not shown),indicatingthat

30,004
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the model can retain the SSH information for about a
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